Point-by-point response to the reviews

We have addressed all reviewer comments and added new figures and analyses, including:

- Refinement of the definition of the regions and recalculation of all subsequent analyses
- Inclusion of soil properties in the analyses
- Extention of discussion on landcover
- Inclusion of map of MAGT results

Referee #1

The revised version of the manuscript „Potential permafrost distribution and ground temperatures based on surface state obtained from microwave satellite data“ is significantly improved compared to the original manuscript. It is well structured now, clearly states its purpose of discussing the possibility of deriving permafrost extent and possibly MAGT purely from observational satellite data and delivers a meaningful discussion of the uncertainties in the results. All questions concerning the methods used have been addressed properly.

I have some minor comments, all technical in nature, as follows:

Abstract
line 3: “the simplification” refers to the sentence before, changing to “this simplification” clarifies that
line 12: substitute the last word “what” by “which”

Introduction
page 1, line 7: “it’s distribution” needs to read “its distribution”
page 1, line 32: I assume you mean low annual mean air temperature. If so, add “air” to clarify this.
page 3, line 22: “same” needs to read “some”

section 2.2.1
page 4, line 33: MAGT as abbreviation for Mean Annual Ground Temperature has been introduced already in the introduction
page 4, line 33: add a comma after “In total”

section 3.1
page 5, line 24: MAGT as abbreviation for Mean Annual Ground Temperature has been introduced already in the introduction
page 6, line 2: “due e.g” should read “due to e.g.”

section 3.3
page 6, line 18: “what allowed us” needs to read “which allowed us”
- All above suggested changes have been made

section 4.1
page 7, line 24: the sentence about the R^2 value is not very well formulated. I suggest something like “R^2 between MAGT from meta data records and MAGT at coldest sensor depth is 0.994 (Fig. 1).” Also, I’m not sure what R^2 is meant to tell me here on its own. The important information would be that the slope of the linear fit equals one with a good R^2. If you doubled all MAGT values at coldest sensor depth and redrew the diagram, R^2 would have the same value, but the slope would be two, which is not what you want to show. R^2 as a “proof” for a linear relationship is good, but you want to demonstrate that MAGT from the coldest sensor approximately equals MAGT from the meta data, so you also need to discuss the slope of your fit.
Good hint. We have now adjusted the background grid (equal intervals for x and y) to better visualize the almost 1:1 relationship and added the equation for the fit.

We added the following information to the text (new in italics): The slope of the linear fit is close to one and RMSE is 0.38 °C.

Page 7, lines 28 & 29: I would extend this sentence to clarify: MAGT at coldest sensor depth seems to be also valid as a substitute for MAGT at ZAA in non-permafrost regions ...

- We have added the text as suggested

Section 4.2
Page 8, line 4: substitute “extent” for “region” to clarify the sentence
Page 8, line 8: add a comma after “In general”

Section 4.3
Page 8, line 22: add a comma after SSM/I to clarify the sentence

Section 5.1
Page 11, line 29: “from borehole to borehole what may impact” needs to read “from borehole to borehole which may impact”
Page 11, line 30: “for calibration what may weaken” needs to read “for calibration which may weaken”

Section 5.4
Page 13, line 23: Scandinavia instead of Skandinavia

All above suggested changes have been made

References

There are several inconsistencies in abbreviating journal names (e.g., Remote Sensing, PPP). Please check!

Page 16, line 13: the end page of the article is missing
- Has no end page

Page 16, line 13 & 17: Bartsch et al. 2016 needs to be Bartsch et al. 2016a and Bartsch et al. 2016b
- The list is automatically created using the Copernicus bibtex-style. We assume that this would be addressed during type setting.

Page 16, line 14: I am not sure where this paper is cited. It seems to me that all references to Brown et al. 2007 should actually be references to Brown et al. 1997 (see comments on Figures and Tables)
- removed

Page 16, line 22: CLimatology needs to read Climatology
- changed

Page 16, line 27: the pages are missing
- formatting changed

Page 17, line 1: European instead of european
- changed

Page 17, line 10: the doi is missing
- formatting changed

Page 17, line 14: the doi is missing
- formatting changed

Page 17, line 37: the pages are missing
- formatting changed

Page 18, line 6: the pages are missing
- formatting changed

Page 18, line 8: the issue is missing, the pp. before the pages needs to be deleted
- the pp is done automatically by the Copernicus style

Page 18, line 11: the doi is missing
Referee #2

While the manuscript has improved in several aspects, a number of issues raised in the first round of reviews remain. Among the improvements, I particularly appreciate the comparison across a gradient of snow conditions. However, there is a host of other important surface properties (e.g. vegetation, organic soils) that continue to be treated very superficially. As they are generally not independent of the analysed surface variables (like snow), they may confound many of the interpretations made in the manuscript. In particular, the deviations of the model predictions generally conform to the expectations when it comes to the surface cover (Fig. 13); however, these deviations are not considered in the analyses or even acknowledged as a limitation of the global approach presented herein.

- The discussion of landcover was in the middle of the snow discussion. We have now moved it and extended it (and refer to Figure 12 which shows the surface cover results):
  
  Old: Landcover seems to be of minor importance it only plays a role when comparing performance of SSM/I versus ASCAT.
  
  New: Landcover seems to be of minor importance (Fig. 12). It only plays a role when comparing performance of SSM/I versus ASCAT. Boreholes which fall into the water class according to GLC2000 are located close to coasts. The coarser resolution SSM/I datasets is here more affected than ASCAT.
Deviations are therefore larger for SSM/I. Modelled results are on average warmer in all cases for the class 'shrubs'. It mostly represents the tundra biome and is also the largest sample. It overlaps with continuous permafrost which shows a similar bias (Fig. 11). The difference is larger in case of SSM/I which might relate to the fact that the variation of below zero MAGT is not well reflected in the SSM/I derived number of frozen days, and also fewer samples have been available for colder sites due to masking (Fig. 4).

- We have now also included soil organic carbon analyses as well as text into the assessment. New paragraphs have been added in the data, results, discussion and conclusions section. One figure was added. (Figure 13)

A further issue in this context is the inadequate presentation of the results: there is no map representation of the ASCAT-derived MAGT, and the regional taxonomy opted for by the authors is not helpful in this respect either (almost all of the regions are extremely heterogeneous in terms of permafrost and climatic conditions).

- A map of ASCAT as well as SSM/I derived MAGT has been now included (same figure as standard deviation, Fig. 14).
- The regional clusters have been redefined, differences newly calculated, text and figures adapted (update of figures 8, 10 and A1)

Furthermore, the lack of focus identified in the previous round of reviews persists. The conclusions illustrate this point, as the third paragraph deals with the 180 days threshold (purportedly of lesser importance) without qualifying this number or providing an appropriate context.

- This was indeed still a passage from the old version. We have now deleted this paragraph and revised the conclusions to reflect the focus.

Minor point:
In the revised introduction, the authors state that the successful use of the number of frozen days as an indicator of subsurface temperature conditions requires that the annual temperature follow a sinusoid. This is not clear to me. Also, it is not revisited in the remainder of the manuscript.

- We have now removed this statement from the manuscript.

Referee # 3

The authors were able to substantially improve the manuscript, which is now is suitable for publication. The manuscript, while still very technical, now has broader appeal to the cryosphere readership. I believe that much needed discussion of role of environmental conditions and regional differences in performance will make this manuscript a valuable contribution to both remote sensing and permafrost communities. The comments were successfully addressed in the revised text.

However the narrative can be further improved. I would recommend a closer attention to spelling and grammar (especially in new additions). Please also make sure that the spelling of the geographic names as some of them spelled phonetically and are incorrect.

- The manuscript has been revised
- Spelling of Yamal, Yakutia and Scandinavia has been corrected (J,K).
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Abstract.

Land surface state, frozen versus unfrozen conditions, can be captured globally with satellite data obtained by microwave sensors. It has been previously suggested that the number of frozen days per year can be used to determine permafrost extent based on a threshold method. We have tested the validity of this simplification for the northern hemisphere north of 50° and identified regions where more advanced modelling is essential. Coarse spatial resolution microwave satellite data (Metop ASCAT and SSM/I; 12.5km and 25km nominal resolution; 2007 - 2012) which provide the necessary temporal sampling have been used. Borehole measurements across the entire domain as well as a conventional permafrost zone map have been chosen for the assessment of assessment with four different methods: 1) quantification of map area overlap, 2) Kendall’s \(\tau\) test with in situ data, 3) in situ data confusion matrix and 4) determination of an empirical relationship between mean annual ground temperature (MAGT) and number of frozen days. The MAGT at coldest sensor depth has been tested for validity to build a comprehensive validation dataset and eventually used for assessment. They have been applied for the determination of an empirical relationship between number of frozen days and MAGT. Uncertainties are low in the continuous permafrost zone except for mountain ranges what might be caused by the coarse spatial resolution. Deviations in transition areas are largest in central Asia and areas with high snow depth. This underlines the importance of snow and suggests that advanced models should be applied in central Asia, including central Yakutia and Mongolia. Mean annual ground temperature can be obtained from ASCAT with an RMSE of 2.2°C compared to 2.5°C in case of SSM/I. This is weaker than what can be obtained using more complex models at medium resolution (appr. 1km), but comparably good taking into account the very coarse spatial resolution of 25km. The average deviation within the validation period is less than one degree Celsius at locations without glaciers and coastlines within the resolution cell. The ASCAT dataset also allows to distinguish between melting and dry snow. The exclusion of snow melt days leads to better results using the selected evaluation method (Pearson correlation) and zonal assessment (by region as well as snow water equivalent classes). Specifically Scandinavia and Western Russia are affected. Further regions which show high differences between the tested methods of potential permafrost extent retrieval are e.g. Western Central Russia and Central Siberia. In addition, MAGT is overestimated in areas with a certain amount of organic material and in areas of cold permafrost. In conclusion, microwave satellite records can provide an estimation of permafrost extent and even MAGT without the need for gap filling, but results need to be treated with care.
1 Introduction

Permafrost covers large parts of the Earth’s surface and is defined as ground that remains at or below 0°C for at least two consecutive years. The impact of climate change on the Arctic, as well as other permafrost dominated environments, is thought to be more severe compared to the rest of the world (Schuur et al., 2015; National research Council, 2013). Warming and with that thawing of permafrost impacts multiple environmental processes ranging from surface and sub-surface hydrology (O’Donnell et al., 2012; Woo et al., 2008), ecological changes (Schuur et al., 2008) to processes like carbon exchange (Hayes et al., 2014). Knowledge of the extent of permafrost and possible changes in its distribution are therefore crucial for climate modelling and prediction (Cheng and Wu, 2007; O’Connor et al., 2010). So far, the exact extent of permafrost is unknown and has only been approximated (Zhang et al., 2008; Nguyen et al., 2009).

A range of approaches exist for permafrost extent determination. They vary in complexity, accuracy and their parameterization differs depending on the size of the area of interest and data availability. Different temperature data sources are employed for the approximation. E.g. Gruber (2012) uses re-analyses records, which are based on spatially interpolated in situ air temperature data (mean annual air temperature) together with elevation data (laps rate), to generate a global map of permafrost probabilities. Temperature records from re-analyses and land surface temperature from satellites together with basic vegetation information and satellite derived snow properties have been investigated for modelling larger areas by Westermann et al. (2015). Satellite data alone do not provide the required spatially and temporally consistent temperature values. Cloud cover is problematic when using thermal infrared. Clear sky bias is an additional problem (Soliman et al., 2012). Improved temperature records can be obtained for the snow free period from combination with passive microwave data (André et al., 2015) but they need to be complemented with re-analysis data for the remaining year in order to derive the required indices.

A different and simpler approach using only satellite records has been recently described by Park et al. (2016). They hypothesize that the number of frozen days per year from passive microwave satellite data (SSM/I - Special Sensor Microwave Imager) can be used as indicator for permafrost extent. A 30 year record was analyzed for trends and compared to the map of Brown et al. (1997) - often referred to as the IPA (International Permafrost Association) map - and results of the CHANGE progress model (Park et al., 2011a). A threshold of half a year of frozen days during at least two consecutive years was chosen to delineate possible permafrost areas. This value was justified with reference to Dobinski (2011), Nelson and Outcalt (1987), Saito et al. (2013) and Zhang et al. (2005). These studies use measures derived from actual temperature records, specifically the use of mean annual air temperature and the concept of thawing/freezing degree days. Results showed differences between the model and microwave product, especially at the start of the record which could be due to sparse satellite data during the beginning of the chosen time period (Trofaier et al., 2017). The comparison with the IPA permafrost map revealed an overestimation of permafrost extent around 65°N. Overall, agreement regionally differed, especially over non-continuous permafrost. Luoto et al. (2004) suggest that the minimum number of frozen days is 200 for new permafrost to develop (in form of palsas) in the transition zone of Scandinavia. Additionally, local factors like a low annual mean air temperature (<1°C), water-saturated peat, moss patches and low vegetation have to be present (Seppälä, 1986; Harris, 1981). This number is considerably higher, compared to the selection of Park et al. (2016).
Surface state information can be also derived from active microwave sensors operating at various frequencies (Park et al., 2011b; Naeimi et al., 2012; Bartsch et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2008; Zwieback et al., 2015) and with that the calculation of frozen and thawed days per year. Frequencies are usually lower than SSM/I and especially C-band (5.3 GHz) scatterometer like the ASCAT (Advanced Scatterometer) sensor on-board the Metop satellites have already been shown to be applicable for freeze-thaw information retrieval in permafrost regions by validation with near surface soil temperature from borehole records (Naeimi et al., 2012). Multi-annual statistics of thaw and freeze-up timing based on these records have been e.g. applied for the retrieval of circumpolar landscape units (Bartsch et al., 2016).

The number of frozen days can be observed consistently from space. Freezing degree days, as conventionally used, require spatial and temporal interpolation. The use of frozen days would therefore allow a purely observation based assessment. This does, however, require the assumption that the shape of the annual temperature curve can be represented by a sine (e.g. Frauenfeld et al., 2007) and changes at the surface (as represented by the satellite at a certain frequency) are uniformly and linearly related to sub-ground temperatures. This neglects effects such as insulation by snow as well as varying soil thermal conductivity. The validity of the approach may therefore be limited. In cases where it is applicable, it may, however, allow the estimation of actual ground temperatures and not only extent.

A further issue is the available data for calibration and validation of datasets spanning the entire Arctic. The map of Brown et al. (1997) does provide zones of permafrost occurrence which correspond to area fraction of permanently frozen ground. The actual patterns within the non-continuous zone are unknown, different sources have been used and it represents the stage of the second half of the 20th century. Results need to be therefore treated with care. It is however used in many studies for evaluation of modelling results (e.g. in Park et al., 2016; Matthes et al., 2017).

An alternative are actual ground temperature measurements. Borehole data represent, however, only point information, with uneven distribution (Biskaborn et al., 2015) and provide measurements at selected depths only. The mean annual ground temperature (MAGT) is currently only in some cases provided by the data owners within the Global Terrestrial Network on Permafrost (GTN-P) database. A practical method which allows use of all freely available data is required for circumpolar applications.

The objective of this study is to investigate the applicability of the frozen days approach based on satellite data for potential permafrost extend determination as well as MAGT retrieval. Special emphasis is given on suitability of calibration and validation data, differences between microwave sensors and uncertainties with respect to environmental conditions including snow, land cover and ground ice content. Regional patterns of agreement with the map of Brown et al. (1997) as well as with in situ data are discussed.

2 Datasets

2.1 Satellite records

We used two microwave remote sensing data sets derived from globally available records and with similar classification accuracy obtained by comparison to air temperature data. They are derived from sensors with different frequencies, acquisition
methods (active versus passive) and timing. The first was derived from the ASCAT sensor on-board the Metop satellites. The ASCAT sensor is a C-band (5.255 GHz) scatterometer (Figa-Saldaña, et al., 2002), providing almost daily coverage of the Earth’s surface. The equator overpass time is 9:30 am. The surface state information (freeze/thaw) has been derived from the ASCAT sensor as a surface status flag for a soil moisture product specifically post-processed for high latitudes (Paulik et al., 2014). The circumpolar data set covers the years 2007 - 2013. It was developed for permafrost monitoring and climate modelling purposes (Bartsch and Seifert, 2012; Naeimi et al., 2012; Reschke et al., 2012), and covers the area above 50°N with a grid spacing of 12.5 km and an up to daily temporal resolution (Paulik et al., 2014). This includes the parameters frozen and thawed ground, temporary water (including snow melt) and frozen water/permanent ice. The surface status information was derived using a step-wise threshold algorithm based on ASCAT backscatter values and ECMWF ReAnalysis data (Naeimi et al., 2012). The accuracy was assessed with in situ surface air temperature measurements from the global weather station network and found to be about 82% overall (Naeimi et al., 2012). Up to 92% agreement was found for near surface temperature measurements from boreholes of GTN-P located in Siberia.

The second remotely sensed data set used in this study was derived from global daily (ascending and descending orbit) 37 GHz, vertically polarized brightness temperature observations from calibrated SMMR (scanning multi-channel microwave radiometer) and SSM/I (special sensor microwave imager) satellite sensor records by Kim et al. (2014). There have been a series of those sensors carried on-board satellites from the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program. They are passive radiometric systems that measure atmospheric, ocean and terrain microwave temperature (Hollinger et al., 1990). SSM/I equatorial crossings are 6 am and 6 pm. The freeze-thaw status was analyzed globally from 1979 - 2012 by Kim et al. (2014). The data set has a nominal resolution of 25 km and covers the Arctic terrestrial drainage basin. The actual footprint size at 37GHz is 37km x 28km. The threshold approach produces two classes: frozen and non-frozen. The estimated classification accuracy is approximately 85% (am passes) to 92% (pm passes) compared to in situ surface air temperature measurements from the global weather station network (Kim et al., 2012). This dataset has been used by Park et al. (2016) for the assessment of permafrost extent changes.

2.1.1 In situ records from boreholes

All borehole records above a latitude of 50° North with available time series of ground temperature were retrieved from the Global Terrestrial Network for Permafrost database (GTN-P, 2016). The network collects measurements of the Thermal State of Permafrost (TSP) in polar and mountain regions. 277 borehole sites have temperature data, single sites often comprise more than one measurement unit or period, which leads to a total sum of 1062 ground temperature data sets (Biskaborn et al., 2015). The depth of most boreholes is less than 25 m, although the average lies at 53 m. The most frequent sensor depth is found at 5 m. Permanently installed multi-thermistor cables showing an accuracy between 0.002 - 0.1°C are most commonly used for measuring continuous ground temperatures at specific depths (Romanovsky et al., 2010). The time series are available in hourly, daily or annual resolution and cover different time periods. Deepest sensor depths of the used data set vary between 1m and 99m. In total, 216 boreholes have been considered. They represent a Mean Annual Ground Temperature (MAGT) range from -15°C to 6°C. There are however inconsistencies in sensor spacing and the MAGT at zero annual temperature amplitude.
is not directly measured. Most records of North America are accompanied with meta records which suggest es sensor depth for approximation of the MAGT. But this information is unavailable for the majority of records from Asia. MAGT together with the year which they represent has been available for 64 sites only (24% of all sites relevant for the analyses period).

2.1.2 Spatial information on environmental conditions

The circumpolar permafrost map by Brown et al. (1997) depicts the permafrost extent divided in different classes as well as the ground ice content for the Northern Hemisphere (20°N to 90°N). The data set defines permafrost as frozen ground that remains at or below 0°C for at least two years. Areas are classified as continuous, discontinuous, sporadic or isolated permafrost with differing ground ice content. The classes correspond to percent area categories: 90-100%, 50-90%, 10-50%, <10%, and no permafrost. These classes have been compared separately and as one aggregated class (excluding areas of no permafrost) to the results of the frozen day classifications. Zones with specified ground ice content are also supplied with the permafrost map and used in this study. Classes are: high >20%, medium 10-20% and low <10%.

The Global Snow Monitoring for Climate Research (GlobSnow) dataset provides information about SWE and snow extent for the Northern Hemisphere (25°N - 84°N) (Metsämäki et al., 2015; GlobSnow). The products are based on Scanning Multi-channel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR), Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I), and Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer - Earth Observing System (AMSR-E) sensor data in combination with ground based measurements (GlobSnow; Takala et al., 2011). The SWE data product used in this study has a spatial resolution of 25km. The SWE values are provided as daily SWE, weekly aggregated SWE and monthly aggregated SWE. In this study, we used the monthly aggregated SWE which provides a maximum SWE value for each month to determine the maximum SWE for each winter.

The Global Land Cover 2000 Project (GLC 2000) provides global landcover information at 1km resolution (GLC2000, 2003). The data is mainly based on Satellite Pour l’Observation de la Terre-4 (SPOT-4) observations, partially supported by other Earth observing sensors (Bartholomé and Belward, 2005).

We extracted the soil texture for all points from the Harmonized world soil data base Fischer et al. (2008) and soil organic carbon (SOC) from the Northern Circumpolar Soil Carbon Database (NCSCD) by Hugielus et al. (2013, 2014) to include the soil properties in our analysis. The NCSCD is a polygon-based digital database compiled from harmonized regional soil classification maps in which data on soils have been linked to pedon data from the northern permafrost regions to calculate SOC content and mass. It includes SOC values for 0-30 cm, 0-100 cm, 0-200 cm and 0-300 cm.

3 Methods

3.1 Preparation of borehole temperature data

The mean annual ground temperature (MAGT) is usually calculated at the depth of zero annual amplitude (ZAA) for permafrost studies. As the availability of data at specific depths is limited, representing or reaching the depth of ZAA is not possible for all cases. The MAGT, defined as the temperature at a specific site in this study, was therefore calculated for
each borehole location at the depth of the minimum MAGT. The minimum MAGT, in a stable climate, would be the same as
the MAGT at the depth of ZAA (Bodri and Cermak, 2007). Where available, we have collected also meta data for all GTN-P
boreholes regarding MAGT, the year of the calculation and depth of sensor representing MAGT in order to test the validity of
this approach. Only sensors with more than 1m depth have been used as the MAGT near the surface can be much colder than
at larger depth. Temperature time series of the different sensors have been tested for gaps and inconsistencies. Only years with
complete records have been considered for calibration and validation. The used sites are located within an area with 150 to 330
number of frozen days as observed in the satellite records in order to account for artifacts which can occur due to e.g. large
water bodies within the footprint.

3.2 Pre-processing of satellite records

Both surface status data sets underwent post-processing before being used in our permafrost extent and temperature estimation.
The ASCAT surface status flag (SSF) data contain cells with no data where the algorithm failed to produce a result. Gaps
were filled by surrounding values (class with majority), ensuring a complete data set. The sum of frozen days per year for every
pixel was determined for both satellite records, according to the method of Park et al. (2016). Grid cells where the number of
frozen days exceeds the number of thawed days during two consecutive years are classified as permafrost. We have defined the
averaging period with respect to the water year from September 1 to August 31 as suggested by Park et al. (2016).

To explore the dependency of the results on snow melting events, the permafrost extent estimation from ASCAT data was
carried out excluding the melt days in the count of frozen days (FT) and a second analysis counting the melt days as frozen
grid cells (FM).

3.3 Frozen days threshold determination for potential permafrost extent

In the study of Park et al. (2016) a threshold of half a year was chosen for the delineation of permafrost extent. Half year
corresponds to 180 or 182.5 days in climate models (Saito et al., 2013). In a first step, we extended the analysis to 210 frozen
days to test the validity of the suggested threshold. The cross-comparison with the permafrost extent classes considers the
information of four thresholds (180, 190, 200, 210) for the entire study area which allowed us to analyze the difference
in estimated permafrost extent and the sensitivity of this approach to the chosen threshold. The results from both active and
passive microwave freeze/thaw data sets were compared with the permafrost map by Brown et al. (1997).

To evaluate the initial threshold of half a year with in situ data, ASCAT and SSM/I data were extracted for each of the
borehole locations. We classified borehole (coldest sensor) derived MAGT > 0 as 0 and MAGT <= 0 as 1 and the DOY >
"threshold" as 1 and DOY < "threshold" as 0. Kendall’s Tau (τ) was used to examine the correlation coefficient between the
in situ and satellite derived data set. It was chosen as it provides a method to measure the ordinal association to measured or
calculated quantities.

In order to determine the most suitable limit to map permafrost extent, thresholds where varied from 180 to 210 days in one
day steps. For the evaluation of the initial threshold of 180 days we divided the dataset (all years and stations) into four sectors;
positive and negative MAGT versus DOY >= 180 and DOY < 180. The number of considered data points differ between SSM/I and ASCAT due to different masking schemes.

The classified maps (initial half year threshold) have been summed up for each data type for the four periods to obtain information on interannual and spatial variability. ASCAT FT and SSM/I results have been compared by deriving the difference between the individual sums.

### 3.4 Model parameterization for potential mean annual ground temperature retrieval

The relationship between MAGT and frozen day of year was further examined for the retrieval of ground temperature and consecutive determination of permafrost extent by using the 0°C threshold. Only data inside the range of 150 to 330 frozen DOY have been considered. Additionally, sites which are located on islands in the high Arctic have been excluded with respect to microwave sensor footprint size. The remaining 168 sites haven been used to fit the model. The records from ASCAT as well as SSM/I have been split into two parts by defining a calibration (2009-2011) and a validation period (2007-2008). We tested linear, logarithmic and polynomial functions on their ability to describe the relationship between MAGT and day of year frozen. We found no significant fit for polynomial functions and a slightly weaker fit for logarithmic functions compared to a simple linear regression. Therefore a linear model has been applied to the frozen days for the years 2009 to 2011 for the determination of an empirical relationship. The resulting formula was used to estimate the MAGT from the day of year data set for the years 2007 and 2008. The differences between the modelled and in situ MAGT have been calculated separately for the two years in order to assess the capability of the approach to capture inter-annual variations, to investigate various environmental impacts (snow water equivalent, landcover type), differences between previously defined permafrost zones and specific regions. The Arctic has been split up into 12-14 regions in the latter case (Fig. A1).

The average MAGT for the entire time period (2007-2011) has been calculated for ASCAT FT and SSM/I results and compared. The standard deviation has been derived in addition.

The MAGT values have been eventually classified for each year in order obtain permafrost extent maps (binary maps of values below and above zero degree Celsius). They have been summed up for each data type for the four periods to obtain information on interannual variability. ASCAT FT and SSM/I results have been compared similarly as for the test of the initial threshold (see section 3.3).

### 4 Results

#### 4.1 Evaluation of in situ MAGT at coldest sensor depth

64 borehole locations had meta data suitable for the assessment. 20 of the boreholes belong to the Vorkuta GTN-P site. R^2 between MAGT from meta records and MAGT at coldest sensor depth is 0.994 (Fig. 1). The slope of the linear fit is close to one and RMSE is 0.38 °C. Derived values tend to be colder by on average 0.2 °C. The coldest sensor depth and sensor to be used agreed in 58 (90%) of the samples. Deviations of sensor depth occurred only for the Alaskan sites Bonanza Creek and
Atmautluak as well as Arctic Bay (Nunavut Canada), Kursflaket 2 (Sweden), Ishim (Tyumen, Russia) and Kotkino (Western Russia), however, with only little deviations in MAGT. They have been below 0.1°C except for Bonanza Creek (-0.39°C). MAGT at cold sensor depth seems to be also valid as a substitute for MAGT at ZAA in non-permafrost regions based on the available records.

4.2 Threshold sensitivity analyses and permafrost extent

The area mapped as permafrost with a frozen day threshold of 180 days for the period 2007-2011 differs regionally between the ASCAT and the SSM/I data set (Fig. 2). The extent of areas where only ASCAT determines permafrost is about four times higher than for SSM/I. The latter largely occurs outside the expected permafrost region. Deviations in the transition zone are low for Western Siberia but still present. The classification using SSM/I data results in a smaller permafrost extent for the Canadian Arctic compared to Brown et al. (1997). Most of the transition zone (including sporadic and isolated) in this region has more than 180 days frozen in the ASCAT dataset. The Canadian High Arctic is also largely not covered by the SSM/I dataset. ASCAT overestimates the permafrost extent in Scandinavia. In general, high latitudinal lowland permafrost is overestimated with ASCAT whereas the extent in more southern uplands and mountain regions is overestimated with SSM/I using the initial threshold.

Mapped permafrost extent varies for each threshold step across the different zones. The largest deviation in area extent for continuous permafrost occurs in the SSM/I result with more than 2.5 Mio km² lower values than in Brown et al. (1997) (more than 12 %, Tab. 3). Less than 1 Mio km² (less than 5% of total continuous permafrost area) is missed by ASCAT. This applies to thresholds between 180 and 200 frozen days (excluding snow melt days). Matching extent is lowest for 200 days in case of inclusion of snow melt days. ASCAT maps more permafrost outside the boundaries of Brown et al. (2007) than SSM/I in case of a 180 day threshold but agrees better than SSM/I for discontinuous and isolated permafrost area. This results in lower percentage agreement of the SSM/I product for the total permafrost extent (Tab. 4). The false permafrost detection by ASCAT is out-weighted by a significantly higher detection performance for the total extent. There is also more year to year variability in the results from the analysis using SSM/I data than from ASCAT.

4.3 Determination of optimal threshold with Kendall’s $\tau$ test and in situ measurements

The comparison of the satellite records with in situ data demonstrates differences between the datasets. For the ASCAT data sets the best $\tau$ was found to coincide with 204 (FM) and 203 (FT) frozen DOY (Tab. 2), whereas for the SSM/I, 190 DOY showed the highest $\tau$ with a steep gradient before and after the peak (Fig. 3).

With the DOY threshold of 180 days, the algorithm tends to overestimate the amount of negative MAGT values, while the threshold found by the Kendall’s $\tau$ leads to an underestimation of negative MAGT values below the threshold. (Tab. 1). It is highest for exclusion of snow melting days. On the other hand the ASCAT results show nearly no negative MAGT below the threshold of 180. The thresholds delineated by the best correlation coefficient (Kendall’s $\tau$) indicate for all data sets a better performance regarding positive MAGT in areas below the threshold. However, the higher thresholds lead also to more negative
Table 1. Comparison matrix between in situ Mean Annual Ground Temperature (MAGT, at coldest sensor depth) classes (below or above zero °C) and classified number of frozen days per year from ASCAT (FT - excluding snow melt days, FM - including snow melt days) and SSM/I for 2007-2012. Both, the initial 180 Days of Year (DOY) threshold and the optimal threshold based on best Kendall’s $\tau$ are assessed. Values represent numbers of sites for multiple years. Rows indicating false classifications are in italic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>ASCAT FT</th>
<th>ASCAT FM</th>
<th>SSM/I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOY</td>
<td>180 203</td>
<td>180 204</td>
<td>180 190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive MAGT &amp; DOY &lt; thresh.</td>
<td>142 211</td>
<td>127 199</td>
<td>115 148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative MAGT &amp; DOY &lt; thresh.</td>
<td>2 70</td>
<td>0 35</td>
<td>14 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive MAGT &amp; DOY &gt;= thresh.</td>
<td>138 69</td>
<td>153 81</td>
<td>157 124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative MAGT &amp; DOY &gt;= thresh.</td>
<td>494 426</td>
<td>496 461</td>
<td>398 371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of data points</td>
<td>776 776</td>
<td>776 776</td>
<td>684 684</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparison between in situ Mean Annual Ground Temperature (MAGT, at coldest sensor depth) with number of frozen days per year from ASCAT (FT - excluding snow melt days, FM - including snow melt days) and SSM/I for 2007-2012.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>ASCAT FT</th>
<th>ASCAT FM</th>
<th>SSM/I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pearson correlation for linear fit</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE validation years (2007/2008)</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>2.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE all years (2007-2011)</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>2.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOY for zero degree C from linear fit</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOY for best Kendall’s $\tau$</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MAGT in these areas. For the SSM/I 75% of MAGT temperatures can be correctly allocated with both thresholds. The ASCAT results show a higher accuracy with more than 80% correctly assigned values.

ASCAT and SSM/I maps derived with the initial threshold of 180 days mostly agree in the continuous permafrost zones over the four analyses periods (Fig. 2). ASCAT overestimates permafrost extent in Northern America, Scandinavia and Western Siberia. SSM/I overestimates specifically in southern Central Siberia.

4.4 Mean annual ground temperature determination for retrieval of permafrost extent

The classification of the derived MAGT dataset provides different results than the other methods. The DOY for intersection of the derived linear function at zero degree C corresponds to a higher number of frozen days in all cases (Tab. 2). The Pearson correlation for the linear fit decreases slightly from 0.66 to 0.64 if snow melting days are included (Fig. 4 and Tab. 2). The same applies to the residual standard error (2.15 versus 2.21) for the validation years. The slope of the linear fit also differs slightly between the two ASCAT data sets (Fig. 4). It is steeper in case of exclusion of melting days as well as for SSM/I. The spread of in situ temperature values is higher for conditions below 0°C than above. This is similar for all data sets. The majority of MAGT values (in a wide range of -10°C to 5°C) are found in the sector between 170 and 250 frozen DOY for ASCAT. The
Pearson correlation in case of SSM/I is lower with 0.39 and RMSE is higher with 2.53°C (Fig. 4). A difference of 11 frozen days of near surface soil corresponds to 1°C in case of ASCAT FT.

The number of years which have MAGT below zero degree Celsius are similar between ASCAT (FT) and SSM/I in the lowland continuous permafrost zones (Fig. 2). Deviations are high in transition zones, especially southern Central Siberia, with a similar spatial pattern as observed already in the case of initial threshold comparison (Fig. 5). The results deviate by four periods in this region, meaning that SSM/I always remains below a MAGT below zero degree Celsius, and ASCAT in none of the periods.

Deviations in derived potential MAGT between ASCAT and SSM/I occur within and outside the continuous permafrost region (Fig. 6). Larger differences occur over mountain ranges and lake rich areas. The results based on SSM/I are mostly warmer in the continuous zone. The temperature difference between ASCAT (FT) and SSM/I exceeds two degree Celsius in the Central Siberian transition zone, where SSM/I retrievals result in colder MAGT than for ASCAT.

The FT and FM methods differ more for the year 2007 than for 2008 (Fig. 7 and Tab. 5). The SSM/I extent misses a large proportion of continuous permafrost and maps additional area as permafrost (more pronounced in 2007, Tab. 5), similarly to the initial threshold based comparison to the permafrost extent map (Tab. 3).

4.4.1 Evaluation with in situ data with respect to region

The regionally averaged difference is mostly below one degree Celsius for all three products (Fig. 8). The deviations of ASCAT results from in situ records differ for most regions also between the two validation years. Large differences occur specifically in Western Russia and across Siberia for ASCAT FM as well as SSM/I. The exclusion of snow melting days reduces these differences. The deviations of the SSM/I product are largest in central Russia and the Jakutsk-Yakutsk region. This is consistent with the patterns observed in comparison to the permafrost map (Fig. 5) and the deviations between the permafrost extent maps (Fig. 2 and Fig. 9).

The inclusion of days with melting snow reduces the deviations in Sweden, Jamal-Nenets district, and Western Russia, Yamal-Nenets district, Western Russia, and the Canadian High Arctic and and Greenland, but increases for the Canadian Arctic-Alaska (Fig. 8). The model result for ASCAT FM is about two degree colder than what is obtained from the in situ records in the first case. The spread is lowest for the Jakutsk region in case of ASCAT (Fig. 10). Median values are in general similar between inclusion and exclusion of melting snow (Fig. 10). All model results, ASCAT FT, FM and SSM/I, show the highest deviations for the Northern Russian Far East. Modelled temperatures are are up to seven degrees too warm (median difference 3 - 5°C). Most boreholes in the region are located in comparably cold permafrost.

4.4.2 Evaluation with in situ data with respect to environmental conditions

Deviations of MAGT are larger at sites with SWE larger than 150 mm (Fig. 11). Model results are colder than retrievals from the in situ records. This applies also for exclusion of the snow melting period. However, the exclusion reduces deviations in all medium SWE classes. Sites with high SWE are mostly located in Western Russia (Vorkuta region, Bolvansky) and Western Siberia (Nadyym region, Urengoy).
The regions identified as sporadic and isolated permafrost in Brown et al. (1997) show comparably large offsets (Fig. 11). The isolated class does however only includes five samples. The exclusion of snowmelt specifically reduces the deviations in the discontinuous zone. In case of the ASCAT products, average deviation is always below 1°C in the continuous permafrost zone. The exclusion of melting snow clearly reduces deviations in case of high ground ice content.

Figure 12 shows results for different landcover classes. This seems to result in higher deviations for specifically the SSM/I results. Only two samples were available in the burned area class. The model results are warmer in both cases. Sites which are contained in the water class are located in proximity to larger lakes or ocean.

Deviations seem to be larger for sites with a certain soil organic carbon content (> 10 kg m\(^{-2}\) within the top meter; Fig. 13). Modelled MAGT is in the order of 2°C higher than derived from in situ data. There is, however, strong variation between the years.

### 4.5 Comparison between permafrost extent maps

The results from all three tested methods for potential permafrost determination (half year threshold, best Kendall’s \(\tau\) and from modelled MAGT) are shown in Fig. 5. The largest spatial differences between included/excluded melting days occur in the same regions (Northeastern Canada and Scandinavia), which show the largest differences between the ASCAT and SSM/I 180 day threshold maps. An additional region of disagreement is Yakutsk. The inclusion of snow melting days leads here to a reduction of permafrost extent which is contradictory to most other regions.

The modelled extent and best Kendall’s \(\tau\) threshold results includes the discontinuous permafrost zone in Northern America for ASCAT (Fig. 5). The exclusion of melting snow has a large impact over Scandinavia. It leads to results which are more similar to the map of Brown et al. (1997). It is also one of the regions with extensive snow melt detected by ASCAT (Fig. A2). Patterns of continuous permafrost boundaries in central Asia (e.g. region around lake Baikal) are better represented in the ASCAT maps than in the SSM/I retrievals.

Variation of potential MAGT from year to year are much larger for SSM/I. Standard deviation is comparably high for the transition zone in Western Siberia and also the Canadian Arctic (Fig. 14). This pattern agrees with results obtained with the initial threshold in comparison to Brown et al. (1997) (see Section 4.2).

### 5 Discussion

#### 5.1 General issues

The overall performance of permafrost extent mapping using number of frozen days is limited but reveals regional patterns in uncertainties. The extent of permafrost estimated with the initial threshold is in the order of the actual extent but the error of commission is relatively large. This problem can be tackled by adjustment of the threshold and use of different type of satellite acquisitions (ASCAT versus SSM/I). The performance of the empirical model for MAGT (based on coldest sensor, Tab. 2) is partially lower than what can be achieved with the more complex TTOP model (Westermann et al., 2015) which considers...
terrain, snow, land cover and land surface temperature measurements from satellite data. Westermann et al. (2015) reported a model accuracy of 2.5°C. Permafrost temperatures are also not always representing current climate conditions (Lachembruch and Marshall, 1986). This may regionally impact the comparability of the borehole records with surface observations. Estimates of permafrost temperatures as well as extent are therefore providing a potential distribution only. Results may however support the identification of regions where permafrost extent maps, including continuity classes, need to be treated with care. This includes Western and Central Siberia.

The mean annual ground temperature from boreholes was calculated from the coldest sensor below 1 m. The depth of these sensors varies from borehole to borehole which may impact the empirical model representativity. A high number of sites has been however chosen for calibration which may weaken the impact. The evaluation results with MAGT in the meta records for 24% of the sites support the assumption that the sensor at coldest depth can be used for approximation. Uncertainties introduced by variable sensor spacing can, however, not be addressed with the available data.

The in all cases (ASCAT and SSM/I, for all methods) higher accounts of number of frozen days than the previously suggested half year threshold agrees with field observations by Luoto et al. (2004), who estimated a minimum number of 200 days for permafrost formation for Scandinavia. 200 days corresponds to approximately 0.5°C in case of ASCAT FT. Considering local factors such as water-saturated peat and organic layer and as well as uncertainties in the retrieval (difference to actual mean temperature), this might still be counted as sufficient for permafrost formation. Variations of topography within the footprint lead also to local deviations from days to weeks (Bergstedt and Bartsch, 2017). We therefore suggest the consideration of temperature buffers when such data are applied. Boreholes with in situ MAGT below 0°C located in these buffer zones may represent sites where local factors are important. The in addition, the role of past climate conditions for present ground temperatures need to be considered in addition. Location as well as location specific soil and snow properties may also need to be considered (see Section 5.4).

The classes in Brown et al. (1997) correspond to the area fraction of permanently frozen ground. In case of the isolated permafrost class it can be assumed that at least 10% are below 0°C, but the actual mean temperature for a region in these areas (as e.g. represented by an ASCAT or SSM/I cell) can be below or above 0°C depending on local parameters such as topography and soil properties which impact thermal conductivity. The latter especially plays a role for occurrence of permafrost in the transition zone. Higher spatial resolution data sets would be required. Relevant measurements from microwave data are only available from active systems due to technical constraints. Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) instruments could be used in case of sufficient sampling intervals (Park et al., 2011b). Current systems and acquisition plans do however not provide a sufficient sampling, temporally and spatially.

5.2 Regional issues

A threshold higher than the previously suggested half year leads to better performance of ASCAT than for SSM/I especially over Scandinavia, west of the Ural Mountains and Eastern Russia (Chabarovsk region) (Western Russia and Southern Russian Far East (Fig. 5; region overview in Fig. A1). ASCAT better captures the regional patterns as in Brown et al. (1997) with the
exception of Scandinavia. The actual temperature amplitude (freezing and thawing degree days) may need to be considered in this region. The longer snow melt period (Fig. A2) also indicates a certain amount of snow which may lead to decoupling of air and ground temperatures.

The highest density of boreholes with available data is in the Vorkuta region in Western Russia. This region shows the largest sensitivity to inclusion/exclusion of snow melting days (Fig. 8). Here, the ASCAT results differ by more than two degree Celsius (lower temperature). This might have an impact on the average deviation derived from the entire borehole records. It is likely larger for the ASCAT FM result than calculated as most other regions show better agreement.

The majority of boreholes located validation results in the regions 'Central Russia' and 'Central Siberia' show higher than zero degree MAGT (Fig. 8 and Fig. 10). The validation results differ from those of the other areas. SSM/I results suggest between one to two degree lower regionally averaged MAGT values (Fig. 8 and Fig. 10). The majority of boreholes located in these regions show higher than zero degree MAGT at coldest sensor depth (Fig. A1). This deviation therefore impacts the permafrost boundary retrieval based on freeze/thaw records from SSM/I. These regions are characterized by a longer than average period of diurnal thaw and refreeze cycling during spring melt (Bartsch et al., 2007; Bartsch, 2010). Acquisition timing may therefore play a role for the determination of the length of the frozen period.

The Greenland and Svalbard sites are expected to have the highest variations due to the mixture of glaciers, land area and ocean within the ASCAT as well as SSM/I pixels. There is actually no coverage of the Greenland and several Canadian High Arctic sites in the SSM/I records.

5.3 Performance differences between ASCAT and SSM/I

Results suggest that SSM/I freeze/thaw records are less suitable to derive actual MAGT values below zero degree Celsius compared to ASCAT (Fig. 6). The thresholds obtained for SSM/I are considerably lower than for ASCAT, what might be the result of the different wavelength, the sensing technique (passive/active), overpass timing and classification methods used to create these data sets. The considerable lower number of frozen days in regions with low MAGT might be the result of the retrieval method (treatment regarding acquisition timing) and sensitivity to soil state changes. The instruments also differ in wavelength apart from the fact that one is active and the other passive. ASCAT uses C-band with about 5.7 cm and the SSM/I channel used by Park et al. (2016) Park et al. (2016) about 0.8 cm. This results in different signal interactions with objects on the earth surface including snow and vegetation. It can be expected that the C-band signal is less sensitive to interactions, although present. The latter issue could be addressed by L-band missions with even lower frequency than ASCAT such as SMOS (Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity Mission) or SMAP (Soil Moisture Active and Passive). In general, the role of acquisition timing and sampling rate needs to be investigated in more detail for permafrost related applications for ASCAT as well as SSM/I.

The lower performance of SSM/I might be also attributed to the fact that it has an even larger footprint (although gridded to 25km) than ASCAT. The validation results are therefore not fully comparable between the sensors for the entire Arctic, only on regional level. This may also affect the calibration, since the number of available samples is lower for SSM/I. It affects especially colder sites (Fig. 4). In general, less areas are masked in the ASCAT product. This applies to especially lake rich
regions (Fig. 5). Findings of Bergstedt and Bartsch (2017) suggest an offset of the state change in the resolution cell due to lakes. This may lead to lower accuracy in these regions.

5.4 The role of environmental conditions

The amount of snow seems to play the most important role for the applicability of the frozen day approach. One may expect warmer modelled MAGT than in situ values in transitions zones due to the fact that boreholes in transition zones often represent isolated patches of permafrost. However, the opposite is the case (Fig. 11). This may relate to the importance of the insulation effect of snow cover in these regions, e.g. as known for Scandinavia (Luoto et al., 2004). Landcover seems to be of minor importance it only plays a role when comparing performance of SSM/I versus ASCAT, Scandinavia (Luoto et al., 2004).

The number of snow melting days are in general highly variable in the Arctic (Bartsch, 2010) but the melting period is comparably short (Zhang et al., 2005). Snowmelt is expected to delay the soil surface warming due to latent heat and therefore cools the soils (Zhang et al., 2005). Latent heat released due to refreeze of meltwater may have a warming effect after a few days (Dingman et al., 1980). Dingman et al. (1980) also report start of soil thaw before the end of snowmelt at Barrow. The overall impact of snowmelt is expected to be dependent on local conditions (Zhang et al., 2005). Our results suggest that there is a warming effect with an impact on MAGT. Days with melting snow should be therefore treated as unfrozen. This leads to higher MAGT (on average 1°C for considered borehole locations) and better agreement with in situ measurements. Exclusion of the snowmelt period is also consistent with calculation of thawing and freezing degree days from air temperature data. The snowmelt period does also count as unfrozen in this case.

Snow melting days are, however, not mapped for all grid points in case of the ASCAT data set (Fig. A2). This may depend on snow depth as well as acquisition timing. The coverage pattern is irregular across the Arctic with a mix of morning and evening (ascending and descending orbits) measurements (Bergstedt and Bartsch, 2017). Usually only evening measurements capture the melt as diurnal freeze and thaw cycles are common (Bartsch et al., 2007). The differentiation between frozen and melting days may however be valid in regions with prolonged melt and high SWE. Areas with melting snow in the ASCAT data set are common in the high Arctic, in areas with low MAGT (Fig. A2) as well as areas in the transitions zone (such as Scandinavia). This pattern differs from the length of the snow melt period detected with Seawinds QuikScat, a Ku-band scatterometer (Bartsch, 2010), which provides several measurements per day. The number of days with snow melt are much lower in C-band than in the Ku-band product. This could be attributed to the lower sensitivity of C-band to melting processes and the limited temporal sampling. In addition, the QuikScat results are reported by Bartsch (2010) are representing periods of freezing and thawing which can contain breaks (with frozen conditions) of up to ten days.

Landcover seems to be of minor importance (Fig. 12). It only plays a role when comparing performance of SSM/I versus ASCAT. Boreholes which fall into the water class according to GLC2000 are located close to coasts. The coarser resolution SSM/I datasets is here more affected than ASCAT. Deviations are therefore larger for SSM/I. Modelled results are on average warmer in all cases for the class 'shrubs'. It mostly represents the tundra biome and is also the largest sample. It overlaps with continuous permafrost which shows a similar bias (Fig. 11). The difference is larger in case of SSM/I which might relate to the
fact that the variation of below zero MAGT is not well reflected in the SSM/I derived number of frozen days, and also fewer samples have been available for colder sites due to masking (Fig. 4).

An influence of soil organic carbon on deviations between the modelled temperature and in situ measurements cannot be clearly exemplified (Fig. 13). This might be partially influenced by spatial inconsistencies and the nature of the used database (Bartsch et al., 2016). SOC is represented by areal averages only, but it is the most detailed dataset available to date. The tendency for warmer modelled temperature in case of sites with more than 10 kg m$^{-2}$ agrees, however, with the expected effect of organic soils on ground thermal regime (e.g. Smith and Riseborough). Sites with sandy loam and loamy sand seem to differ between ASCAT and SSM/I results. They represent different regions across Central Siberia and Western Russia, but the sample size is much smaller than for the other categories. It, however, agrees with the observed regional patterns for differences between the methods.

6 Conclusions

The low differences, Conventional approaches for spatially continuous mapping of permafrost temperatures require gap filling or spatial interpolation. The C-band radar record provide a purely observational account. However, a number of issues need to be considered.

Differences between the tested methods for identification of permafrost extent are low within the continuous permafrost zone (as defined in Brown et al. (1997)) indicate low uncertainties for these regions. Exceptions are mountain ranges. Deviations in transition areas are largest in southern Central Siberia and areas with high snow depth. This underlines the importance of snow and suggests that advanced models should be applied in the areas of the mountain ranges in central Asia, including central Yakutia, southern and central Yakutia and Mongolia.

The direct comparison of the number of frozen days to MAGT reveals the potential of C-band scatterometer based surface status detection for ground temperature mapping. A linear empirical model and exclusion of melting snow provide the best results when compared to MAGT at coldest sensor depth.

All four approaches for utilization of satellite derived surface state point to a higher number of frozen days threshold than 180 days for the determination of permafrost extent: (1) the quantification of area overlap with the permafrost map by Brown et al. (1997), (2) Kendall’s test using borehole measurements (Fig. 3), (3) in situ data matrix using borehole measurements (Table 1) as well as (4) the direct comparison to in situ MAGT at coldest sensor depth (Table 2). This applies not only to the ASCAT data but also to the SSM/I data for which a half year threshold has been initially proposed.

The direct comparison to borehole temperatures reveals the potential of C-band scatterometer based surface status detection for ground temperature estimation. A linear empirical model performs with an RMSE of less than 2.2 °C when days with melting snow are excluded. The modelled temperature deviates on average by less than one degree Celsius in footprints without glaciers and mix of land and water. Especially regions with large variations of frozen days between the years and/or between the three different products (ASCAT with snow melting days and without, the SSM/I records) need to be further investigated with respect to the representativity of the borehole records and derived temperatures respectively (e.g. Western Siberia). They mostly
correspond to the permafrost transition zones. The validity of the coarse resolution microwave satellite records for the point locations needs to be confirmed by e.g. using higher spatial resolution synthetic aperture radar (SAR) records. More detailed analyses of the role of melting snow conditions is required in addition. Conventional approaches for spatially continuous mapping of permafrost temperatures require gap filling or spatial interpolation. The C-band radar record provides a purely observational account.

Results also exemplify the role of organic material for thermal conductivity which is not accounted for with the application of a global empirical relationship.

7 Data availability

The average annual sums of frozen and snow melting days derived from Metop ASCAT are available via the ESA DUE GlobPermafrost project WebGIS and catalogue. www.globpermafrost.info.
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**Figure 1.** Mean Annual Ground Temperature (MAGT) derived from GTN-P metadata versus derived MAGT from coldest sensor (for year specified in the metadata). Dotted line represents linear fit.

**Table 3.** Permafrost extent comparison of satellite data results from Metop ASCAT based on modified thresholds (180, 190, 200 and 210 days) with permafrost extent classes from Brown et al. (1997). Covered area is provided in km$^2$ within each class. FT - days identified as frozen without melting snow are used, FM - days with melting snow are considered as frozen ground with Metop ASCAT. SSM/I classification results based on 180 days is included for comparison.
Figure 2. Comparison of the total number of years classified as permafrost between Metop ASCAT and SSM/I for 2008-2012 based on the 180 day threshold method applied to all years (minimum of two consecutive years with at least 180 days frozen).

Table 4. Comparison of satellite data results based on a 180 day threshold with permafrost extent from Brown et al. (2007). Covered area in % inside and outside permafrost regions is provided. FT - days identified as frozen without melting snow are used, FM - days with melting snow are considered as frozen ground with Metop ASCAT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ASCAT FT 180</th>
<th>ASCAT FM 180</th>
<th>SSM/I FM 180</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>inside IPA % of IPA</td>
<td>20.40</td>
<td>17.41</td>
<td>12.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outside IPA % of IPA</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-1.97</td>
<td>-1.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Comparison of satellite data results based on modelled ground temperatures with permafrost extent from Brown et al. (1997). Covered area in % inside and outside permafrost regions. FT - days identified as frozen without melting snow are used, FM - days with melting snow are considered as frozen ground, LM - model results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>inside IPA % of IPA</td>
<td>19.15</td>
<td>18.10</td>
<td>16.44</td>
<td>18.10</td>
<td>14.50</td>
<td>14.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outside IPA % of IPA</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3. Curves of correlation coefficient (Kendall’s $\tau$) between 180 and 210 day of year (doy) frozen from satellite products and positive or negative MAGT at depth of coldest sensor from borehole data. FT - days identified as frozen without melting snow are used, FM - days with melting snow are considered as frozen ground with Metop ASCAT.
Figure 4. Left: Comparison of number of frozen days (doy - days of year) from satellite records and Mean Annual Ground Temperature for GTN-P boreholes (at depth of coldest sensor, years 2010-2012). Red line represents linear fit. Right: Box plots of modeled versus Mean Annual Ground Temperature from GTN-P boreholes (at depth of coldest sensor, years 2007/8 and 2008/9) Top: ASCAT excluding snow melt days, middle: ASCAT with snow melt days, bottom: SSM/I.
Figure 5. Permafrost extent maps based on thresholds applied to frozen days of year (DOY) to ASCAT excluding melt days (FT), thresholds applied to frozen days of year (DOY) to ASCAT including melt days (FM), and thresholds applied to frozen days of year (DOY) to SSM/I. The initial threshold is 180 days. The value for best Kendall’s $\tau$ represents the best fit with borehole measurements. The highest threshold has been determined using an empirical model calibrated with borehole measurements. See also Table 2. All satellite results are based on 2007/8-2008/9 records. Source for permafrost extent classes: Brown et al. (1997).
Figure 7. Permafrost extent comparison of satellite data results based on modelled ground temperatures (LM - Linear Model) with permafrost classes from Brown et al. (1997). Covered area in km² within each class and outside. FT - days identified as frozen with ASCAT, FM - days with melting snow are considered as frozen ground with ASCAT.
Figure 8. Difference between in situ MAGT (coldest sensor) and modelled MAGT by region (see Fig. A1) in 2007/8 and 2008/9. FT - days identified as frozen without melting snow are used, FM - days with melting snow are considered as frozen ground in ASCAT.

Figure 9. Comparison of the total number of years classified as permafrost between Metop ASCAT (FT) and SSM/I for 2008-2012 based on the zero degree temperature threshold method applied to all years (minimum of two consecutive years with below zero degree). Source of permafrost extent classes: Brown et al. (2007), Brown et al. (1997).
Figure 10. Difference between in situ MAGT (coldest sensor) and modelled MAGT by region (see Fig. A1 for abbreviations and map) for all years. Only stations which overlap with records from all datasets are considered. FT - days identified as frozen without melting snow are used, FM - days with melting snow are considered as frozen ground in ASCAT.
Figure 11. Difference between in situ MAGT (coldest sensor) and modelled MAGT by permafrost zone and ice content (source: Brown et al. (1997)), and snow water equivalent (SWE, source: GlobSnow) categories in 2007/8 and 2008/9. FT - days identified as frozen without melting snow are used, FM - days with melting snow are considered as frozen ground in ASCAT.
Figure 12. Difference between in situ MAGT (coldest sensor) and modelled MAGT by land cover type (source: GLC2000 (2003)) in 2007/8 and 2008/9. FT - days identified as frozen without melting snow are used, FM - days with melting snow are considered as frozen ground in ASCAT.

Figure 13. Difference between in situ MAGT (coldest sensor) and modelled MAGT by soil texture (source: Fischer et al. (2008)) and soil organic carbon content within the top 100 cm (100SOC; source: Hugelius et al. (2013, 2014)) in 2007/8 and 2008/9. FT - days identified as frozen without melting snow are used, FM - days with melting snow are considered as frozen ground in ASCAT.
Figure 14. Maps of modelled mean annual ground temperature (top) and standard deviation of modelled MAGT (bottom) for ASCAT excluding melt days (FT; left) and SSM/I (right) based on all analyzed years. Source for permafrost extent classes: Brown et al. (1997).
Appendix A

Figure A1. Map of used GTN-P boreholes with region class. 'No data' refers to sites without publicly available data or sites which failed the selection criteria. ANS - Alaska Alaskan Highway transect and North Slope, CA-ArcG - Canada Canadian High Arctic and Greenland, CR NR - Central Russia Northern Russian Far East, CS SR - Central Siberia Southern Russian Far East, ES Sva - Eastern Siberia, Greenland, Svalbard, Swe - Sweden, WA - Western Alaska, WR - Western Russia, YN - Yamal-Nenets district, Yak - central and southern Yakutia, cSib - Nenets central Siberia, mCa - Mainland Canada. For legend of permafrost extent (line features) see Fig. 14.
Figure A2. Average number of snow melting days per year from Metop ASCAT for 2007 – 2013 derived from Paulik et al. (2014).